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The photoinduced martensitic (MT) transition and reverse transition in a shape memory alloy Mn50 Ni40 Sn10
have been examined by using high spatiotemporal resolution four-dimensional transmission electron microscopy
(4D-TEM), and the experimental results clearly demonstrate that the MT transition and reverse transition in this
Heusler alloy contain a variety of structural dynamic features at picosecond time scales. The 4D-TEM imaging
and diffraction observations clearly show that MT transition and MT domain nucleation, which are related to
cooperative atomic motions, occur at between 10 and 20 ps, depending on the thickness of the sample. Moreover,
a strong coupling between the MT transition and lattice breathing mode is discovered in this system, which
can result in a periodic structural oscillation between the MT phase and austenitic (AUS) phase. This allows us
to directly observe the MT nucleation and domain wall motions in transient states using high spatiotemporal
imaging. A careful analysis of the ultrafast images demonstrates the presence of remarkable transient states, which
exhibit the essential features of MT nucleation, lattice symmetry breaking, and a rapid growth of MT plates.
These results not only provide insights into the time-resolved structural dynamics and elementary mechanisms
that govern the MT transition but also contribute to the development of a novel technique for future 4D-TEM
investigations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.96.174203

Over the past decades, significant progress has been made
in the study of structural and physical properties of Heusler
alloys, which are considered as important functional materials
from both the academic and technological perspectives [1].
For instance, the large magnetically induced strain and
magnetocaloric effects in NiMnGa [2,3] and NiMnSn [4,5]
have been extensively investigated based on the interplay
among ferromagnetism, martensitic (MT) phase transition,
and notable thermodynamic properties. In particular, this
type of shape memory alloy has been widely exploited in a
range of applications including automotive, aerospace, robotic,
biomedical, and microelectromechanical systems [6,7]. It is
well known that the martensitic transformation as a typical
diffusionless transformation exhibits a variety of collective
phenomena involving the synchronous movements of atoms
[8]. Despite the fact that detailed structural characterization
of both AUS and MT phases has been achieved using static
characterization tools, experimentally direct imaging of the dynamics of MT phase transition remains a significant challenge.
Recently, ultrafast electron diffraction [9–11], ultrafast
x-ray diffraction [12–14], and four-dimensional ultrafast
transmission electron microscopy (4D-UTEM) [15–18] have
been demonstrated as effective techniques for revealing the
remarkable ultrafast structural dynamic features and structural
phase transitions in a variety of materials, such as nanotubes
[19,20], charge density waves (CDWs) [21,22], and biomaterials [23,24]. 4D-TEM is a novel technique for real-space
imaging and reciprocal-space diffraction; it is capable of
revealing the essential transient states in phase transitions and
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can potentially be a significant technique for characterizing
MT materials. Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 is the classical Heusler magnetic
shape memory alloy with a magnetic transition at Tc = 270 K
and a MT transition at Tm = 214 K [4] (from the hightemperature cubic AUS phase to the orthorhombic MT phase).
This Heusler alloy contains visible MT domains at low
temperature, and upon ultrafast photoexcitation, it undergoes a
dynamic evolution from the MT phase to the high-temperature
AUS phase, which is associated with collective microstructure
changes.
In this paper, we report our study of the MT phase transition
and reverse transition in Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 , as observed using high
spatiotemporal resolution 4D-TEM [19]. We demonstrate that
the MT phase transition occurs at a picosecond scale, and
a coherent coupling between photoexcitation and structural
transformation is observed for the acoustic breathing mode
[25], which strongly modulated the MT transition and domain
nucleation. The transient states and relevant dynamical structures have also been extensively analyzed.
Figure 1 shows the fundamental structural features and
microstructural changes pertaining to static AUS and MT
phases. It is observed that visible structural domains arise
from the structural transition from the high-temperature cubic
AUS phase to the orthorhombic MT phase. Additionally,
a structural modulation (i.e., a 5 M superstructure) along
the [100] zone-axis direction in the MT phase is believed
to be critical for structural stability, based on theoretical
calculations for a particular minimum in the thermodynamic
free energy [26]. Due to the collective atomic motion during
the MT transition, a large strain/stress commonly appears at the
domain walls, which can result in measurable features in the
diffraction-contrast images [27]. We used an objective aperture
to form image contrasts with clear structural domains and
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FIG. 1. Selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns and
bright-field images of Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 . (a) SAED pattern of the AUS
phase taken along the [001] zone-axis direction at room temperature.
(b) SAED pattern of the MT phase at 100 K, illustrating the presence
of spot splitting and the 5M superstructure. (c) Bright-field TEM
image of the MT phase, which shows the domain lamella in the a-b
plane. (d) Enlarged image of the area indicated by the white rectangle
in (c); the arrows show domain walls.

found the contrast alteration (e.g., the relatively dark contrast
in some areas) is related to the diffraction effects arising from
the interplay among the 5M superstructure, MT variants, and
local structural distortion, as clearly indicated in Fig. 1(d).
These visible contrast changes in the 4D-TEM images allow
us to directly observe the transient states through the phase
transition and, in particular, the nucleation and growth of the
MT domain/walls in Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 , as discussed below.
To directly observe the ultrafast changes of the microstructure and relevant transient states at the MT transition of
Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 , we first prepared the specimen in martensitic
state at 100 K using a liquid-nitrogen cooling TEM holder
and then carried out laser-pump electron-probe experiments
(schematics in Fig. S1 in Supplemental Material [28]). It
is clearly demonstrated that the Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 sample undergoes a MT transition at low temperature, and the MT
phase has an orthorhombic structure with complex modulated
microstructural features, as shown in Fig. 1. The size of the MT
domains generally ranges from 20 to 100 nm. Moreover, the
5M-superstructure modulations often appear within the MT
domains [4,27]. Our 4D-TEM observations reveal that through
the MT transition, alterations of the MT domain structures,
as well as the strain/stress at domain walls, can result in
measurable contrast changes in both the bright-field and darkfield images. A clear ultrafast lattice motion associated with
MT transition is observed at the picosecond scale. Figure 2(a)
shows three typical 4D-TEM images obtained at time delays
of t = −20, 0, and 20 ps (negative time delay means images
taken by pulse electrons before the arrival of pump-pulse

laser). These images were all taken from a Mn50 Ni40 Sn10
crystal, which primarily exhibits clear MT stripe domains at
100 K, as observed along the [110] direction and discussed
in previous in situ TEM investigations [4]. The pumping laser
in this case has a beam diameter of 60 µm on a specimen
with a laser fluence of 5 mJ cm−2 . The temperature rise by
a single laser pulse is estimated to be about 150 K using
the formula T = [F (1 − e−αt )]/cρt, with parameters of
laser-pumping fluence F , linear absorption coefficients α on
the order of 1/100 nm−1 , thickness t, specific heat c, and
density of the specimen ρ. To analyze the transient states
that appear during the MT transition, contrast profiles from
the selected area [green rectangle marked in Fig. 2(a)] are
presented in Fig. 2(b). These profiles illustrate the fundamental
domain features from images recorded in consecutive time
scans, which are associated with an ultrafast annihilation of
the MT lamella upon pulsed-laser excitations. To obtain the
systematic dynamic data for analyzing this transition, we have
also examined several Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 crystals with different
thicknesses ranging from 40 to 100 nm. We found that the
photoinduced MT transition can be approximately fitted using
an exponential function to yield a time constant of about 16 ps.
It should be noted that the photoinduced transition of MT
domains strongly depends on the sample thickness. Moreover,
the movements of domain walls can be frequently observed
throughout the photoinduced transition, as indicated by the
short lines on each peak in Fig. 2(b), and the relative intensity
of the domains (or domain walls) rapidly changes between
0 and 10 ps, as observed in the peak-intensity distribution at
the line-scan profiles. Figure 2(c) shows the time dependences
of the domain intensities obtained from areas of A and B
marked in Fig. 2(a). It is estimated that area A has a larger
thickness (∼50 nm) than does area B (∼30 nm). Importantly,
the MT transition and the transient states are essentially driven
by cooperative atomic motions, and our 4D-TEM observations
suggest that the remarkable changes of the domain structure
due to the atomic motions and structural transition mainly
occur between 5 and 15 ps (see Movie S1 of Supplemental
Material [28]), which demonstrates the occurrence of a
dynamical MT to AUS phase transformation. The changes
in the bright-field TEM images are essentially correlated with
the changes to the electron diffractions for specific domains
(or walls), (i.e., the diffraction contrast image). Therefore,
the disappearance of MT domains associated with the phase
transition can be quantitatively fitted by an exponential
function I (t) = I0 [1 − exp(−t/τ )], and the time constants are
estimated to be 10 ps for area B, which has a thin area, and
22 ps for the relatively thicker area A.
This difference is believed to arise from the deposited
energy density and the strains/stress relaxation [29–31].
According to the Beer-Lambert law (Fig. S6 in Supplemental
Material [28]), the deposited energy density and the temperature rise, following pulsed-laser excitation, can decrease
in the relatively thicker areas, which can slow down the
atomic motions after the structural transition. In addition to
the bright-field images, the corresponding electron-diffraction
measurements obtained through the photoinduced MT transition also reveal structural phase transition and notable lattice
dynamic features. The Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 alloy typically shows a
MT structural-phase transition at approximately 214 K. As a
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FIG. 2. Time-resolved experimental data for the photoinduced phase transition from the MT phase to AUS phase. (a) Three typical 4D-TEM
images obtained at time delays of t = −20, 0, and 20 ps, with a laser-pumping fluence of 5 mJ cm−2 . (b) Time-dependent profiles for the MT
domains in the area outlined by the green rectangle in (a); the ultrafast annihilation of the MT domains is demonstrated. The short lines on each
peak show the visible movements of domain walls through the MT transition. (c) Domain intensities obtained from areas A and B as a function
of the time delay. The difference in their time constants is attributed to the thickness distinction between area A (50 nm) and area B (30 nm).
(d) SAED patterns taken along the [001] zone axis at different time delays; the arrows show visible spot splitting. (e) Ultrafast changes of the
spot splitting indicated by the arrows in (d), obtained with a laser-pumping fluence of 10 mJ cm−2 , which demonstrate a picosecond transition
from the orthorhombic MT phase to the cubic AUS phase. Spot splitting becomes almost invisible for t > 13 ps.

result, the low-temperature orthorhombic phase often shows
clear spot splitting in the [001] zone-axis electron-diffraction
pattern because of the difference in the a and b lattice
parameters for the MT domains. For instance, the (400) and
(440) spots at t = 0 in Fig. 2(d) exhibit visible splitting
along the 110orth direction, and a temporal variation of the
splitting spots during 0–20 ps can be used to characterize the
ultrafast lattice transition in Fig. 2(d). Figure 2(e) presents

the temporal evolution of the orthorhombic splitting distance
[i.e., 2(1/d010 –1/d100 )] changes, showing that the splitting of
the diffraction spots changes quickly at 10 ps and becomes
almost invisible at 13 ps. These diffraction results are in good
agreement with the above 4D-TEM direct observations.
In the shape memory alloys, the application of additional
stress or the presence of lattice shearing could lead to
notable changes of the microstructure and often yield a
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visible alteration to MT transition, as discussed extensively in
Ref. [29]. In our 4D-TEM measurements, we often observe that
the photoexcitation of the thin TEM specimen, in particular
the round-trip breathing oscillation, could result in apparent
modulations on interplanar spaces and a local structural distortion, and these structural changes could result in a periodic
lattice shearing in the ultrafast transformation [25]. In previous
reports, this type of structural phenomena has been observed in
several materials, such as graphite [25] and aluminum crystals
[9] in ultrafast electron or x-ray diffraction experiments. The
fundamental mechanism responsible for generating breathing
oscillation modes in Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 materials is also discussed;
i.e., the pumping laser excites a large population of valence
electrons, which could shift the equilibrium positions of the

crystal lattice, causing the atoms to vibrate around the new
equilibrium position [32].
We now proceed to discuss this intriguing phenomenon of
periodic structural oscillation coupled with the MT transition
in Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 subsequent to photoexcitation. Figure 3(a)
shows a series of ultrafast images illustrating the MT transition and microstructure changes coupled with a periodic
oscillation. The stripe contrasts of MT domain structures
are seen in the image taken at t0 = 0 ps. After the arrival
of the pumping laser pulses, the time-resolved images in
Fig. 3(a) show rapid contrast changes, which reflect the fast
alterations of the MT domains and microstructural features.
First, it is clearly demonstrated that the annihilation of MT
domains (from t0 to t1 ) at ∼23 ps is due to the photoinduced

FIG. 3. 4D-TEM images taken from an area with better reversibility for analyzing MT domain nucleation. (a) Series of ultrafast micrographs
showing the periodic annihilation and creation of domains with a laser-pumping fluence of 10 mJ cm−2 ; the thickness in this area is estimated to
be approximately 80 nm, as typically illustrated in Fig. S5 of Supplemental Material [28]. (b) Structural oscillation obtained from (a) and Movie
S2 of Supplemental Material [28] in which about 100 frames of dynamic images are shown; we can clearly see the relaxation time of oscillation
is over 500 ps. Domain intensities S are obtained from S = [(Xi − X0)/N ]1/2, as illustrated in the Method section in Supplemental Material
[28]. (c) Careful analysis of the domain nucleation for the boxed area in (a) between t = 23 ps and t2 = 46 ps; the presence of tweedlike patterns
is evident. The inserted figure in each frame illustrates the progress of the (080) spots followed by MT domain nucleation. (d) Schematic
illustration showing the structural oscillation of Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 due to strong coupling between the MT transition and breathing mode.
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MT to AUS phase transition, as similarly seen in Fig. 2(a).
Subsequently, the breathing phonons periodically modulate
the lattice structure and MT domains. For instance, from frame
t1 to t2 , a reverse transition occurs, during which the domain
wall (DW) nucleation and growth process of the structural
domains finish. As previously discussed for NiMnGa [33]
and graphite [25], the round-trip breathing oscillation can be
examined in the diffraction measurements (reciprocal space)
for the specimen that is thinner than the optical absorption
length (∼140 nm). Our observation directly reveals the pulselaser-driven microstructural alternations in real space using the
high spatiotemporal resolution 4D-TEM.
Since the Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 specimen in our investigations is
freestanding, open boundary conditions are assumed here,
and the specimen thickness is extracted using the formula
L = v/2f , where v = 4.0 nm/ps is the speed of sound and f
is the extracted linear frequency (comparable to the speed
of sound in a related system). The vibration shown in
Fig. 3(b) is approximately 25 GHz, and by using the speed
of sound in NiMnGa [33] the specimen thickness is estimated
to be ∼80 nm, which is in agreement with the thickness
obtained from the electron-energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS)
measurements [34] (Fig. S5 in Supplemental Material [28]).
Moreover, the oscillations of the domain structures persist for
a long time, and tc is estimated to be longer than 500 ps, as
shown in Fig. 3(b).
To obtain the relationship between the structural features
and the DW nucleation of the MT domains, we have performed
a careful analysis on the ultrafast images and the corresponding
diffraction patterns obtained from t1 to t2 , as shown in Fig. 3(c)
and in Movie S2 of Supplemental Material [28]. The first
frame in Fig. 3(c) exhibits the bright-field image of the central
area marked in Fig. 3(a) (t1 = 23 ps), in which the sample
adopts a cubic AUS structure. In Fig. 3(c), the presence of
the visible transient strain/stress from MT nucleation exhibits
tweedlike contrasts in the otherwise featureless contrasts of the
AUS phase. The most remarkable structural feature observed
between t1 and t2 is the appearance of a tweedlike transient
state. It is first observed in the image taken at 26 ps, and the
images then start to show fine speckled contrasts, as indicated
by the arrows (i.e., DWs as small as a few nanometers). For
good understanding of the lattice distortion and image contrast
in this transient state, we used a structural model and relevant
results in tweed structure as discussed in the Method section
of Ref. [35]. Analysis of the series of ultrafast images and the
diffraction patterns reveals that these microstructural features
commonly occur in transient states between the MT phase
and AUS phase, i.e., a typical pattern with a clear fluctuation
accompanied by the DW nucleation. Moreover, the appearance
of the tweedlike structure is associated with the cubic symmetry breaking, which yields nucleation of MT domains with
nanometer sizes. The tweed structure can be well identified by
the cross-shaped diffraction streaks accompanying the main
diffraction spots, which is in contrast to the diffraction spot
splitting for the MT phase: The diffraction streaks go along
the [100] and [010] zone directions, as shown in the insets
(t = 26 and 33 ps) of Fig. 3(c). Furthermore, we also observed
that the transient, tweedlike structures occur in the course of
breathing oscillations with relatively longer delay times, as
seen in Movie S2 of Supplemental Material [28]. Analysis

of the temporal evolution of the ultrafast image contrasts and
the streaking/splitting of diffraction spots reveals that the MT
nucleation yields visible structural fluctuations, and the MT
nuclei commonly show the coherent twinning nature along
either the (110) or (110) planes.
Based on the 4D-TEM experimental data on a few wellcharacterized Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 crystals with different sizes, we
found that the frequency of the structural oscillation depended
on the thickness of the specimen. The thicknesses of the
specimens measured by the EELS are given in Fig. S5 of
Supplemental Material [28]. The measured frequency, as discussed in a previous paper, is thus the lowest-order longitudinal
acoustic phonon mode quantized by the specimen thickness L
[25,36]. In our measurements on a set of well-characterized
samples (see Table S1 of Supplemental Material [28]), the
average period for the structural oscillations is estimated to be
approximately 30 ps associated with a visible alteration of the
MT domains, as shown in Fig. 3(d). It should be noted that
the structure of the domains undergoes a relatively longer time
oscillation and relaxation, arising from strong effects of the
photoexcited lattice breathing modes.
Our analysis of ultrafast structural dynamics of a few
Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 crystals demonstrates that the breathing modes
are coupled to the MT transition in Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 . Consequently, remarkable periodic modulations on the transient states occur as significant oscillations of annihilation/recreation of the MT domains in picosecond time scales.
This oscillatory behavior fundamentally arises from an excitation of the lowest-order longitudinal acoustic phonons [37].
Based on these high spatiotemporal resolution observations, we now discuss the collective atomic motions and lattice
symmetry breaking, as they are all clearly important for understanding the essential transient states and the mechanism for
the MT transition. Although the structural defects, crystal size,
and structural hysteresis could result in certain inaccuracies for
identifying the lifetimes of the transient states, the fundamental
structural changes correlated with MT nucleation, symmetry
breaking, and lattice motions can be clearly observed for the
transformation from the MT phase to AUS phase and the AUS
phase to MT phase. In Fig. 4, we summarized the temporal
dynamics of the MT transition in a number of Mn50 Ni40 Sn10
crystals. In Fig. 4(a) of transient 1, the nucleation of the MT
phase is found to follow the twinning mechanism. In addition
to the visible structural fluctuations of the MT nuclei, their
growth orientations are notably associated with the tetragonal
symmetry of the cubic AUS phase. Therefore, the twinning
planes are located on two crystallographically equal planes
[i.e., the (110) and (110) planes]. The critical size of the MT
nuclei is generally as small as a few nanometers due to the
presence of the tetragonal constrain of the cubic AUS lattice.
In Fig. 4(b) of transient 2, the growth of the MT nuclei is
evidently controlled by the crystallographic symmetry. It is
known that growth of the MT nuclei is governed by phonon
propagation and the distribution of strain fields in the crystals.
In the case of Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 , we note that the growth of MT
nuclei is constrained by the strain field followed by the C4
symmetry, i.e., a fundamental symmetric element in the AUS
phase. Therefore, we often observe a transient state in large
crystalline samples with tweed structures, in which there is
local atomic motion within twinning structures, as recognized
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FIG. 4. Summary of the atomic motion and lattice dynamics for MT transition. (a) Transient 1: the martensitic nucleation with a coherent
twinning nature. (b) Transient 2: the MT nuclei growth is constrained by lattice strain with the C4 symmetry from the AUS phase. Local
twinning relations and orthorhombic distortion can be clearly observed, such as in areas A, B, and C. This domain structure pattern is similar
with the tweed structures as mentioned in Fig. 3, the bright areas clearly show orthorhombic transition, and the lattice distortion is schematically
illustrated using the method reported in Ref. [35]. (c) Transient 3: the MT nuclei grow rapidly following the symmetry breaking, and the atomic
movements in the MT plates go along the twinning planes, as indicated by arrows.

between area A and area B or between area B and area C
in Fig. 4(b). Our measurements show that this transient state
often has a lifetime of approximately 6 ps, and then the lattice
thermalization and atomic motions overcome the constrain of
the C4 symmetry and drive the system toward the orthorhombic
MT phase. In Fig. 4(c) of transient 3, after symmetry breaking
of the crystal lattice the MT nuclei grow rapidly, and the atomic
movements in the MT plates are parallel to the (110) twinning
planes, as indicated by the arrows. The large MT plate phase
is formed within 12 ps, which depends slightly on the crystal
size and thickness.
In summary, we have reported a 4D-TEM study of the
MT transition in a Heusler alloy Mn50 Ni40 Sn10 , where a
variety of dynamic structural properties and transient states
have been observed at picosecond time scales. The 4D-TEM
images and diffraction observations clearly show that the
MT transition and MT domain nucleation are associated
with the collective atomic motion at picosecond time scales.
Moreover, a strong coupling between the MT transition and
lattice breathing mode is discovered in this system, which
results in a periodic structural oscillation between the MT
phase and the AUS phase. A careful analysis of the ultrafast

images and the corresponding electron diffraction patterns
demonstrated the presence of the remarkable transient states,
i.e., MT nucleation with a coherent twinning nature, the
constraint of C4 symmetry on the growth of the MT nuclei,
and the rapid growth of MT plates. These results highlight
the ability of 4D-TEM to directly probe the collective atomic
motion related to symmetric breaking and to understand the
mechanisms of domain/wall nucleation in multifunctional
materials.
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